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ISSUES IN CONTINUOUS AIR MONITORING

3ohn C° Rodgers

Health Physics Measurements Group

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

Several years ago the Heal th Physics groups at Los Alamos
determined that the 15 yr-old alpha CAM instrumentation in use at

the Laboratory would soon have to be replaced and upgraded. A

program was initiated to prepare detailed perfort, ance

specifications, evaluate new CAM instrumentation being offered,

and if necessary, to develop advanced technologies which would

enable the Laboratory to meet or exceed all of the requirements

of the new DOE Order 5480.11, "Radiation Protection for

Occupational Workers" (DOE, 1988), and other related Orders and
standards.

As it turned out: after careful evaluation of available alpha

CAMs (McFarland, 1990a): and after consideration of the many

factors affecting CAM performance which need address (Rodgers,

1990), a project for the design and development of advance CAM
technology was initiated which culminated in the completion of a

new alpha CAM concept featuring advances in the design of the CAM

inlet enabling discrimination against radon daughters, in the

multi--channel analyzer electronics, in t_e data processing and

communication electronics, and in background compensation

algorithm (McFarland, 1990b, Nelson, 1990). My objective in the

fol lowing discussion is go into the DOE Order 5480.11

requirements in some detail in order to lay the foundation for

discussion of the full complexity of these requirements and show

that whale the new CAM sensitivity requirement is of critical
importance, it would be a mistake to think that this is but one

of many requirements of the Order with implications for CAM

design, placement and operation.

What are these other requirements being referred to here? It is

essential to orient our thinking about CAMs to the primary

objectives of the Order with air monitoring implications,

including the following requirements (paraphrased):

Exposures, including of course inhalation exposures, shall

be ALARA, and programs (including monitoring programs) to

achieve this shall be documented. Every aspect of a CAM

monitoring program must be demonstrated to contribute to

keeping exposures ALARA.

As a design objective, exposure of personnel to inhalation
of radioactive materials is to be avoided under normal

operating conditions. In contrast to the design objective
for external radiation exposure (ALARA And %_ _h_n _\ _ 4

mrem per hr average), the design Objective for in_ernal



radiation exposure is that exposure of personnel to
inhalation of airborne radioactive materials is to be

avoided under normal operating conditions to the extent

reasonably achievable. The confinement and ventilation

systems, backed up by monitoring_ should strive for a no

exposure goal.

$ Optimization principles (ICRP 37) are to be used in

developinq and justifyinq facility design and controls.
It won't do to just say one has air monitoring in place;
justification must be provided for the particular

choices of instrumentation_ their placement, and operation

to achieve the goal of inhalation exposure control. There
will be further elaboration on this point later.

In controlled areas where airborne radioactive

concentrations are greater than 1/10 DAC (or are likely to

be), ambient monitorinq shall be performed. The facility

operator must know (and document) what controlled areas

need air monitoring. But that is not all.

RePresentative ambient air monitoring samples should be
taken in strateaic locations to detect and evaluate

airborne radioactive materials. In other words_ the

operator must know enough about the aerosols being sampled,

the conditions in the rooms_ and the performance

characteristics of the CAM (and fixed head samplers) to

place and position them to obtain reliable detection and

evaluation results. This is an especially important

requirement.

* The monitoring data from such a strategically located,

well designed CAMs shall be used for assessing control of

radioactive material, not normally to evaluate dose
equivalent. Another way to look at this is perhaps to note

that what a CAM should do to fulfill its role is provide

timely and accurate alarm in the event of a loss of

control, and it is in that sense that it gets used for
assessing control.

Now with timeliness and accuracy in mind, we come to the

requirements that air monitors shall be routinely

calibrated and maintained_ and should be capable of

measuring I DAC when averaged over 8 hours
(8 DAC-hours). This is the best known of the DOE 5480.11

requirements_ but as the foregoing illustrates_ it is only
a component in a l_rger set of requirements for improved

CAM performance.

The foregoing completes a brief review of the larger picture of
the implications of DOE 5480.II for CAM instrumentation and

application I wanted to provide. There are, however_ a number of

ambiguities and uncertainties about the language of the Order in

passages I cited. In recognition of this, there is an on--going



effort in DOE to provide a set of proposed "revisions and

clarifications" to the Order. Among them is the i_troduction of

an important distinction between two different sorts of air

monitoring. One is what is termed "retrospective" air

monitoring_ as distinct from "real time" monitoring. The former

is conducted with fixed head samplers which collect long-term

samples continuously which are then later analyzed in a

laboratory for evidence of airborne radioactivity. The latter is

conducted with CAMs_ which provide a near--real time measurement

of radioactivity as it is being collected. The revisions and
clarifications propose recognition of the fact that retrospective

air monitoring can provide a more sensitiv_ detection of releases

and therefore should be subject to mor_ restrictive performance

requirements. They also propose recngnition of the fact that in

actual practice, the 8 DAC-hr sensitivity level in CAMs,

especially alpha CAMs, may not be achievable while at the same

time maintaining an acceptable false alarm rate. Dust loading

and fluctuating elevated levels of radon daughters can cause some

background compensation schemes to fail, leading to a false
alarm. What is noted is that where workers are present for only

an 8-hr shift, and where contamination levels change slowly

following loss of containment, alarm levels approaching 24 DAC-

hfs may provide nearly equivalent protection. Rapidly changing

conditions will often lead to early warning and limit exposure,

according to their analysis. In any event_ the facility must

provide technical justification and documentation of such a

practice based on an analysis of the condition of the workplace,

the observed false alarm rate, etc._ including consideration of
ALARA.

What are the implications of these complexities in the DOE Order

for facility continuous air monitoring? There are at least three

which readily come to mind. First, facility operators must be

prepared to re-examine, justify, and document CAM control

strategies (numbers, placement, etc) and CAM performance

(sensitivity, false alarm rate_ etc). Second_ given the age of

most existing stocks of alpha CAMs, and their overall performance

characteristics (capability for background compensation at

adequate sensitivity and yet acceptable false alarm rate) an

upgrade of existing CAM technology is in order, and third, a
substantial effort to QA/QC and document all future CAM

monitoring and control function is to be expected.

To conclude this discussion, a review of an example of a required

analysis and documentation will be provided to illustrate the

complexity and interconnectedness of the several components of

the Order analyzed above. The particular requirement is the

optimization of CAM use. The case is somewhat hypothetical, but

is derived from data obtained at an operating Los Alamos

plutonium laboratory. My discussion is based on an analysis

provided by S.E. Merwin and others at Battelle Pacific Northwest

Laboratories in a recent issue of the Health Physics 3ournal

(Merwin, 1989). The air monitoring application they discuss is

in a Lo_ Alamos laboratory in which extensive measurements were



made which characterize the relationship between release point

concentrations, and concentrations in the breathing zone and

sampling point locations in the laboratory following simulated
releases from glove boxes (Scripsick, 1979).

The basic concept in decision making for optimization is that the

preferred option among many of a certain type is the one with the

greatest net benefit to society. The net benefit from the
introduction of a practice involving control of ionizing

radiation is the gross benefit minus the cost of the practice.
The costs include the cost of achieving a selected level of

radiation protection, and the cost of the detriment from the

practice at the selected level of protection. In this particular
small laboratory, average half-hour concentrations required to

trigger the alpha CAMs into alarm (given their inherent

sensitivi_ty and an assumed DAC for the radionuclide in question)

for each release point location and sampling point combination

were determined. These so-cal led "triggering concentrations "

[TC) were averaged over 20 release locations to indicate the

monitoring capability of each monitoring location. Now the

radiation protection optimization question raised by Merwin et al

is what number of alpha CAMs is optimum given the expected number

of release events in the laboratory. What they showed was that

for a given assumption of the value to society of a person-

Sievert averted_ cost of the CAM instrumentation, etc, there

would have to be a certain number of release events per year to

justify the inclusion of additional CAMs in the monitoring

network. In my extension of this analysis I have found that this

same procedure provides justification for additional CAMs beyond

the typical 4 per room (one at each exhaust register in the

corners of the room), as well as for the costs associated with

improving the sensitivity of CAMs.

In summary_ a detailed reading of the new DOE Order 5480.II

requirements bearing on CAM performance and application reveals

that the Order imposes many requirements beyond just the need for

increased DAC-hr sensitivity which is commonly mentioned in this

context. There are a number of benefits to be gained from the

new alpha CAM technology now on the market or soon to become
available. These include:

Z Enhanced system reliability and applicability for control.

What is meant by reliability here is that the new CAM electronics

technology is based increasingly on micro-circuitry which results

in reduced parts count_ simplicity of construction_ and longer_

more reliable service life. The matter of applicability refers

to the fact that now many of the CAMs coming on the market_

including the new Los Alamos design _ are built with the

capability of locating the CAM head remotely from the data

processing electronics. This allows more flexibility in CAM

placement, and potentially lower cost per instal led location

monitored since many heads can be served by a single data
processing unit.



$ Improved sampl inq ( representativeness _ and detection

_isotopic) capabilities. Here the enhanced sampling capabilities

referred to is the ability of the new CAM instrument inlets to

allow the larger size fraction of the aerosol sample to be

successfully sampled. The new Los Alamos head, for example will

sample greater than 80% of lO micrometer aerodynamic equivalent

size particles. Improved detection capabilities arise from the

fact that the new microprocessor technology al lows the

implementation of full multi-channel analyzer capability in each

sample head, so that isotope-specific identification of collected
radioactivity is possible. The Los Alamos CAM design, for

example, has an innovative implementation of a 256 channel MCA on

a small 6" diameter board. Such data collection supports much

more sophisticated background compensation than has heretofore

been possible.

Improved alarm, data communication, and human interface

with users and facility manaqers. The improvement in alarm

functionality comes from the ability to incorporate

microprocessor technology in the data reduction package of the

CAM. The Los Alamos CAM has a high-speed microprocessor based

data reduction capability which is capable of servicing 8 remote

heads and providing complex alarm decision programs to be run.

Networklng each data processing unit node into a complete network
in communication with a central facility monitoring station is

straight-forward with modern communication ports and networking

software. The Liquid Crystal Display technology available today
which is being incorporated into the Los Alamos CAM and many

other units supports high quality text and graphic display of

information which greatly enhances the communication of
information to the user about the status of the monitored
locations.

$ Improved sensitivity at acceptable false alarm rates. The
new CAMs offer the user many advantages over o_der technology

when it comes to background compensation, which leads to greater
sensitivity while maintaining a low false alarm rate. In the

case of the Los Alamos CAM design, the CAM inlet itself is

designed with a diffusion screen element which is capable of

removing a large fraction of the unattached radon daughters

expected to be present in filtered room air typical of plutonium

processing facilities before they are collected and counted. The

radon background that does get collected and counted will be

compensated for by application of advanced spectral analysis

algorithms which can now be run at the level of the CAM data

reduction unit itself rather than in the facility main-frame

computer due to the available of compact, high-performance

computer technology .

Improved networkinq and record keepinq capabilities. By
virtue of having a micro-computer supported CAM system, the

col lection o_ a larg_ variety of highly relevant data on

radioactive material containment control can be automated thrrJugh

a network of CANs feeding data onto a communication bus with



unique identifiers and time stamps. The Los Alamos CAM, for

example, utilizes the RS485 serial port protocol which greatly

simplifies the communication of data and commands back and forth

between each unit and the host. Report generation can become

highly automated, and at the same time, redundant and reliable.

The forgoing discussion has demonstrated that there are many

issues regarding the implementation of the new DOE Order

requirements. Enhanced sensitivity and performance of the new

CAM technology coming into the market today will allow these
requirements to be met in a cost-effective way, and support the

goal of preventing workplace internal exposures.
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